Theorem 1*. Let G be a group such that AutG is finite and Aut c G is semisimple. Then one of the following holds: here Q is a finite group with trivial centre and q = \Q ab \.
The point here is that if G is infinite, then G ^ G (Q, F, e) , which is a central extension of F by Q, the cohomology class being determined by e. If G is finite, its structure is given by (ii); note that G(Q, 1,0) is a central extension of M{Q) q , by Q whose cohomology class is determined by the canonical projection M(Q)^>M(Q) q ,.
Proof of Theorem 1*. We know that G has the structure described in Theorem 1 of [1] . Assume that G is infinite, so that F£l. Now F is divisible by l = \D\ -\M{Q) q ,:K\. The mapping xr->x' is an automorphism of F, say a; this induces an automorphism in E = Ext (Q ab , F) which is just multiplication by I. Since (q,l) = l, there is a positive integer n such that l" = lmodq. Also qE=0. Hence a" operates trivially on E. But C AutF (£) = l, so in fact /= 1. Therefore D = 1 and M(Q) q , = K, as required.
Theorem 2 of [1] provides an immediate converse of Theorem 1*. 
